Conjunction of tumor cells with lymphocytes: implications for tumor invasion and metastasis.
Our previous studies have led to a novel hypothesis that tumor metastasis is triggered by aberrant lymphocyte infiltration that disrupts intercellular junctions and surface adhesion molecules and causes dissociation of tumor cells from the primary tumor core, allowing lymphocytes to conjoin with dissociated tumor cells and physically 'drag' them to different tissue sites. Our hypothesis is supported by morphological and immunohistochemical data from multiple types of human cancer. This hypothesis challenges the traditional belief that the physical conjunction between tumor cells and lymphocytes would lead to degeneration of the tumor cells. To validate our hypothesis, H&E and immunostained sections were examined under high magnification to identify potential signs of degeneration-related changes. Our study revealed that >60% of isolated tumor cells overlying focal capsule disruptions, or within the stroma and vascular structures, were physically conjoined with lymphocytes to form tumor cell-lymphocyte chimeras (TLCs). Approximately 90% of the tumor cell partners of TLCs were morphologically indistinguishable from their counterparts within the tumor core. In addition, one third of the tumor cells of TLCs expressed high levels of cell proliferation specific proteins, or were undergoing mitosis. Our study also revealed that a subset of dilated lymphatic ducts or blood vessels at the site of focal capsule disruptions harbored variable numbers of tumor cells, and the wall of these structures was in direct physical continuity with the myoepithelial cell layer. Our study suggests that the onset of tumor metastasis may occur in two forms: (1) lymphocyte-mediated shuttling that allows lymphocytes to physically 'drag' tumor cells to different sites, and (2) tumor progenitor-mediated angiogenesis that allows tumor cells to directly enter the vascular structures.